An effective filtering algorithmic program is planned for removing the salt and pepper noise at the various noise density position. Initial to discover the noise pixels, then completely different completely different} ways area unit practical to different noise densities. If noise density could be a smaller quantity than half-hour then, mean Filtering is applied to screeching image and if noise density is quite half-hour then, adaptive weight algorithmic program is applied to screeching image. Experimental results offer you a plan that this algorithmic program will suppress noise effectively. Changed call primarily based adaptive weight algorithmic program is developed for the removal of salt and pepper noise. It consists of 2 major steps, 1st to discover noise pixels in keeping with the correlations between image pixels, then use completely different ways supported the varied noise levels. For the low background level, neighborhood signal pixels mean methodology is adopted to get rid of noise and for the high background level, associate degree adaptive weight algorithmic program is employed. Experiments shows the planned algorithmic program has benefits over regularizing ways in terms of each edge preservation and noise removal, even for heavily infected image with background level as high as ninetieth. It still will get a big performance.
